Infrastructure Operating Fund

- The purpose of the funding is for the operation and maintenance of CFI-funded infrastructure (section 4.7)
  - Salaries, training, extended warranties, maintenance/repairs, replacement parts, supplies, services to support infrastructure

- Researchers can request up to 25% of the CFI contribution and the funding must be used within five year period
  - e.g., $1M TPC = $400K CFI = $100K IOF

- IOF project can be set up upon the acquisition and installation of the first piece of infrastructure

- The IOF project must be set up within two years of the final financial report submission
IOF Application Requirements

- Researcher to setup the project in RHP
- Attach the following documents on RHP:
  - Scope of Work
  - Budget
  - Budget Justification
- Return the Signed Request for New Project Form and the above mentioned documents to RSO

Refer to the O&M Plan for more information